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Abstract. Dual-band optical coherence tomography (OCT) can greatly enhance the imaging contrast with potential applications in functional (spectroscopic) analysis. A new simultaneous dual-band Fourier domain mode-locked swept laser configuration for dual-band OCT is reported. It was based on a custom-designed dual-channel driver to synchronize two different wavelength bands at 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively. Two lasing wavelengths were swept simultaneously from 1260 to 1364.8 nm for the 1310-nm band and from 1500 to 1604 nm for the 1550-nm band at an A-scan rate of 45 kHz. Broadband wavelength-division multiplexing was utilized to couple two wavelength bands into a common catheter for circumferential scanning to form dual-band OCT. The proposed dual-band OCT scheme was applied to endoscopic OCT imaging of mouse esophageal wall ex vivo and human fingertip in vivo to justify the feasibility of the proposed imaging technique. The proposed dual-band OCT system is fast and easy to be implemented, which allows for in vivo high-speed biomedical imaging with potential applications in spectroscopic investigations for endoscopic imaging. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.12.126007]
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1 Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT)1,2 is a noninvasive imaging modality, which allows for cross-sectional structure visualization with high-spatial resolution in the micrometer range. Spectroscopic OCT (SOCT), as a functional extension of OCT, has been introduced to exploit the spectroscopic information of the sample to enhance the image contrast.3–5 In addition to the image contrast enhancement, SOCT is also capable of providing additional spectroscopic information, such as the absorption properties of materials,6 or qualitative scatterer size differentiation in tissues.7

The conventional methods of SOCT primarily extract the spectroscopic information within one wavelength band only.3,4 Compared with a single wavelength band scheme, a dual-band scheme is advantageous in that it offers higher wavelength differences by simultaneously imaging at two distinct wavelength regions and potentially enables higher imaging contrast. Moreover, it allows easy implementation of real-time image processing.8 The key enabling part of the dual-band scheme is the dual-band laser source. Simultaneously, OCT imaging at two distinct wavelength bands have been reported in time-domain,9 full-field,3,10 spectral-domain,11 and polygon-based swept source.12 However, the previously reported dual-band OCT systems may not be suitable for the endoscopic applications either due to the short imaging range, speed limitation, or computational complexity. Extending the current dual-band OCT scheme to the endoscopic applications is strongly desirable. First, for intravascular applications where the signal collection efficiency is not as good as the galvanometer-based scanner system, the imaging contrast can be improved by employing a dual-band scheme. Second, a relatively long imaging range is required for the endoscopic applications due to the various lumen sizes of the tissue, and high sensitivity and speed are generally required to obtain an acceptable image quality. However, previously reported dual-band OCT was deployed in the spectral domain, and therefore, has limited imaging range, speed and sensitivity. For endoscopic applications such as when blood vessels are imaged, a rapid injection of angiographic contrast fluid is used to temporarily displace the blood and provide a clear imaging field, and it is more suitable to use swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) system due to its higher speed13 and relatively larger imaging range (∼2 cm).14 A dual-band SS-OCT system based on fiber optical parametric amplifier (OPA) has been reported by our group.15 However, it was predominately limited by the available gain spectrum of fiber-based OPA, and therefore, limited the resolution of the dual-band SS-OCT system.

These limitations can be overcome by a dual-band laser source based on Fourier domain mode locked (FDML) laser,16 which has been reported to overcome the physical limitations of traditional swept laser sources in regard to the speed and imaging range. Therefore, it is worthwhile to implement a dual-band FDML laser source for endoscopic applications.

Here, we present a simultaneous dual-band laser source based on FDML swept laser for endoscopic OCT. The two wavelength bands are illuminated simultaneously on the sample.
and the spectral responses of the sample are recorded and color-encoded for improved image contrast. Proof-of-concept imaging experiments based on our initial design in a galvanometer-scanned system have been reported before. Here, ex vivo OCT imaging of mouse esophagus using the proposed dual-band OCT system is further investigated to justify the feasibility of the proposed imaging technique in the endoscopic scenario. The proposed dual-band OCT system is fast and easy to implement and allows for in vivo high-speed biomedical imaging with potential application in spectroscopic investigations.

2 Methods

The overall system schematic of the proposed dual-band FDML swept laser source is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of two semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA, Inphenix) as the gain medium inside the cavity. A polarization controller was inserted into the cavity to control the state-of-polarization. Two fiber Fabry-Perot tunable filters (FFP-TF by Micron Optics) centered at 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively, were incorporated as a narrow band filter for active wavelength selection. They have a free spectral range (FSR) of 200 nm and a finesse of 1000 and were tuned periodically at the cavity round-trip time, respectively. Two isolators were inserted, respectively, to ensure unidirectional lasing in each cavity. Fifty percent of the dual-band FDML laser source was coupled out via the corresponding output coupler and amplified by two booster optical amplifiers (BOA, COVEGA) before they were combined together to launch to the OCT system. The fiber delay line (SMF28e, Corning) was 4.5-km long which corresponds to a swept rate of \( \sim 45 \) kHz. A trigger delay can be adjusted to exactly cancel the forward sweep of the bidirectional FDML swept laser source, which will be discussed further in the subsequent paragraphs.

A custom-designed dual-channel driver generates two sinusoidal signals, of which amplitude and offset were individually tuned to optimize the laser performance, while the frequency was set to be the same to ensure the synchronization between the two FFP-TFs. The fiber delay line of 4.5 km was commonly shared by two laser cavities via two broadband wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) couplers. It should be noted that the total cavity length of the two laser cavities has to be maintained to be equivalent such that the optimized swept frequency is the same.

The integrated output spectrum of the dual-band FDML swept laser before the BOA was measured by an optical spectrum analyzer in the peak-hold mode is shown in Fig. 2. For the 1310-nm band, the spectrum spanned a range from 1260 to 1364.8 nm, approximately 105 nm. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was measured to be \( \sim 74 \) nm. For the 1550-nm band, the spectrum spanned a range from 1500 to 1604 nm, \( \sim 104 \) nm. The FWHM was measured to be \( \sim 70 \) nm.

Measured average output powers of 50.5 and 21.6 mW were obtained for the 1310- and 1550-nm bands after the BOA, respectively. Signal-to-noise ratios of 44.2 dB for 1310 nm and 41.7 dB for 1550 nm were obtained when the optical powers illuminating on the sample were \( \sim 14 \) and 6 mW, respectively. Both bands have sensitivity of \( \sim 92 \) dB. The measured sensitivity is about 13 dB lower than the theoretical value calculated at shot noise limited (\( \sim 105 \) dB) detection since the thermal noise...
Especially noteworthy is the fact that we used two BDs for simultaneous detection instead of the time-multiplexing scheme which was reported in our previous work as it will inevitably lose some power due to the extra fiber delay line, and therefore, degrade the sensitivity of the system.

A custom-made PIU containing a fiber-optic rotary joint and a fiber-optic catheter (Dragonfly, Light lab Imaging) was used to interface with the dual-band FDML laser source. Therefore, real-time synchronized circumferential scanning can be achieved for the proposed dual-band OCT scheme.

3 Results and Discussions

To validate the feasibility of the proposed dual-band OCT scheme, we obtained ex vivo images on the esophageal wall of mouse. The catheter was inserted into the esophagus for circumferential imaging. Simultaneous imaging was achieved by circumferentially scanning the beam with the custom-designed PIU. The imaging speed was 90,000 A-scans/s with each circumferential frame consisting of 2000 A-scans and each A-scan of 2048 pixels. As a result, the circumferential frame rate was 45 frames/s.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) were obtained at 1310- and 1550-nm wavelength bands, respectively. Two-dimensional (2-D) circumferential ex vivo OCT images of the mouse esophagus permit excellent differentiation of different layers of esophageal wall. The mucosa was readily visualized owing to its low optical backscattering compared with the submucosa (SM). It is critical to differentiate mucosa versus SM, especially in determining tumor stage in gastric and esophageal cancers. The stratum corneum (SC) contains a high keratin content and provides strong scattering, while the epithelium (EP) appeared as a low scattering layer in the OCT image. The muscularis mucosa (MM) layer between the lamina propria (LP) and SM is a less reflective layer as it predominantly comprises skeletal muscle, while LP and SM exhibit strong scattering and appear as a bright layer since they contain abundant collagen fibers. The penetration depth of the 1550-nm band is slightly larger than that of the 1310-nm band, and the axial resolution of the 1310-nm band is obviously better than that of the 1550-nm band, which correlates well with the theoretical prediction. In consequence of the better resolution of the 1310-nm wavelength band, the visibility of LP is better in Fig. 4(a). Furthermore, MP is more visible in the deeper regions of the esophagus.

[Diagram of the dual-band spectroscopic OCT system]

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the dual-band spectroscopic OCT system. BD, balanced detector; MZI, Mach-Zehnder interferometer; WDM, wavelength-division multiplexer; PIU, probe interface unit. Red lines refer to 1310-nm band while green refers to 1550-nm band.
The image in Fig. 4(c) was frequency-compounded by calculating the pixel-wise average of the intensity values of both wavelength bands, and (d) differential color-encoded image. SC, stratum corneum; EP, epithelium; LP, lamina propria; MM, muscularis mucosa; SM, submucosa; MP, muscularis propria.

The image in Fig. 4(c) was frequency-compounded by calculating the pixel-wise average of the intensity values of both wavelength bands. One can observe that the speckle noise was also reduced owing to the frequency compounding of the uncorrelated speckle pattern of different wavelength bands. It should be pointed out that the OCT images in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) had to be scaled in depth to be congruent to each other as the scanning depth ranges of two images were different. An estimated average refractive index of 1.4 for the tissue for both bands is used. Further co-registration of the dual band images is done by carefully choosing the scale factor, which is determined by the different axial resolutions/coherence lengths of the two wavelength bands.

The color-encoded image, as shown in Fig. 4(d), combines the advantage of two different wavelength bands, which is the relatively deeper penetration depth of the 1550-nm band and higher axial resolution of the 1310 nm band, and enhances the image contrast in comparison with the respective image by only one wavelength band. To obtain the color-encoded OCT image, the average intensity of the two images was set to be a $V$ value in a hue value saturation map. Color information was generated by coding the intensity difference of the two bands to the hue value $H$. Note that both images were Wiener filtered before the intensity difference was calculated to minimize the effect of speckle noise on the color interpretation. The saturation $S$ ranged from 0 to 1. It was set to be a constant value of 0.5 here.

To visualize the backscattering in both spectral regions, a color-encoded differential image is calculated as shown in Fig. 4(d). The intensity difference of the two bands is coded as a different color value. The additional image contrast of the proposed dual-band method coincides with different tissue layers. The additional color contrast observed in the esophageal wall ex vivo image accentuates the distinction between the LP and SM layers. This region is especially relevant for diagnostics of normal and abnormal mucosa in the esophagus. Thus, the simultaneous dual-band OCT approach can have a significant impact for identifying and distinguishing malfunctioned parts. The tissue surface appears as red layers, discriminating the SC from the EP layers below. By contrast, the outer region is colored green, indicating higher penetration for the 1550 nm wavelength region. The mucosa alternates from red to green, indicating different layers. Thus, the mucosal layer morphology can be easily identified by using spectroscopic information. The difference could be caused by the local water amount, collagen, and muscles. An enhanced penetration depth at 1550 nm due to less tissue scattering is clearly observable, revealing the MP layer that is not visible at 1310 nm. On the other hand, the OCT image for 1310 nm shows a higher resolution due to the shorter wavelength. The thin LP layer between the EP and the MM appears sharper in this spectral region.

The proposed dual-band FDM laser source for esophagus endoscopy is promising for least in two aspects. First, the early-stage cancer usually involves some changes of the mucosal layer as reflected by tissue optical properties (such as absorption or scattering), thus it can be probed by the dual-band SOCT by quantifying absorption or scattering. Second, as the conventional OCT image contrast is low, contrast enhancement via dual-band OCT is capable of improving the diagnostic capability of a conventional single-band OCT. This additional contrast can be generated with only a few decibels of intensity difference between the two spectral bands. In contrast to our previous work, the increased separation in the central wavelength of the two spectral bands allows for an enhanced image contrast. In comparison with the current reported literatures about a dual-band spectral domain OCT system, the acquisition time is shorter and the imaging range is reasonably longer owing to the utility of the FDML swept laser, enabling potential in vivo diagnosis with low computational costs in intravascular applications where a long imaging range is required.

Currently, our system has limited capabilities in terms of spectroscopic contrast due to the limited absorption difference at these two distinct wavelength bands. The drawback can be overcome by using spectral bands with a larger spectroscopic contrast, such as 1550/1060 nm. Compared with the reported high speed dual-band OCT work, the proposed setup has a limited speed due to the achievable driving frequency when a large sweep amplitude has to be applied to the FFP-TF to achieve a large sweeping bandwidth. Further speed enhancement of the FDML swept laser can be achieved by adopting the external-buffering technique.

As a second example, simultaneous dual-band OCT imaging of the human fingertip in vivo is presented in Fig. 5. The images were obtained by pressing two fingertips against the imaging catheter tip. It is evident that the spatial resolution achieved at 1310-nm band is higher than that at the 1550-nm band, as expected. On the other hand, there is an obvious benefit in penetration depth at the 1550-nm band. The same abovementioned color encoding method for Fig. 4 was applied. Because the spectral features of the sample appeared different for different wavelength bands, the combined dual-band image will enhance the imaging contrast due to its spectral characteristics. As shown in the figure, the epidermal and dermal regions can be easily separated with an enhanced contrast.
4 Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed and developed a simultaneous dual-band OCT imaging system based on Fourier domain mode locked laser for endoscopic applications for the first time. Using a fiber probe, the method allows improved imaging contrast with low computational costs. We have demonstrated imaging of mouse esophagus and human fingertip using the proposed dual-band FDML swept laser sources and presented preliminary observations. The principle can be extended to other wavelengths as well and can be expected to be used in other measurements, such as tissue oxygenation, and clinical applications such as decisive tumor diagnosis. Future work includes evaluation of the imaging scheme for the detection of diseases, such as dysplasia in Barrett esophagus.
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